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Praise for Quinn Eades

Quinn Eades’s poetry is an important part of the continuum 
of the development of language in relation to gender, the 
body, language and the expression of the self. In Rallying, 
his use of direct language is refreshing. Nothing is too 
tricky or try-hard-clever so that reading these poems is 
an amazingly clear experience. Even when he is writing 
exacting descriptive details there’s a clarity and a space for 
feeling to complement the imagery or the thinking… These 
poems go against cool, conceptual fashionability. Not many 
contemporary poets are currently writing embodied poetry 
and no one is writing quite like Quinn Eades. Rallying’s 
close concern with the female body – especially maternal 
bodies and relational feeling and thought – is a welcome and 
distinctive addition to the field of Australian poetry. 

Pam Brown

Quinn Eades’s writing is poignant and heartbreaking. In 
a climate of high poetic abstraction, these are refreshing, 
human poems.

Jessica Wilkinson

Rallying is a generous, full-hearted non-stop call upon 
experience to tell us what we might need to hear as we make 
of ourselves what we can, as we change our lives, as we share 
the smell of two bodies as lovers, as parents with babies, as we 
inhabit houses that tire of us or celebrate us. From the beggar 
that wanted to be kissed, to the five-year-old who remarked, 
‘I just keep moving my legs’ as he scaled a mountain, to the 
sequins that are still stars, these poems know how to sing 
truly. This is poetry that shows how tough, how sensitive, and 
full of life free verse still can be. 

Kevin Brophy
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Quinn Eades
Quinn Eades is a researcher, writer, and 
award-winning poet whose work lies at the 
nexus of queer, trans, and feminist theories 
of the body, autobiography, and philosophy. 
Eades is published nationally and 
internationally, and is the author of all the 
beginnings: a queer autobiography of the body, 
published by Tantanoola. He is currently 
working on his next book, a collection of 
autobiographical fragments from the body 
in transition, titled Transpositions.
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How to disappear in your name

Loving: keeping alive: naming. Call yourself. Give, yourself, names.
Hélène Cixous, Luce Irigaray,
Coming to Writing To speak is never neutral

PK: PK in the dark in a big big house with SO many stairs and she climbs 
up them one foot two feet one foot two feet she stops at each one her 
hand barely reaches the peeling banister her room is at the top of the 
stairs her room that she shares with her sister with its glass doors that 
look through to her Mum. With its glass doors that look through that she 
aches through that she can and can’t see through to her Mum.

body under blankets
sunk into mattress

she feels the floor
against her hip

the thinness
of morning

PK in the morning with her sister behind her going down the long long 
stairs and when she gets to the bottom she is in the lounge-room with her 
sister behind her and the old red rug is covering the cold cold floorboards 
and on the old red rug lies a person who is not moving very much at 
all just an in out in out in out of breath a beer can near an outstretched 
arm the smell of ash and yeast in the morning she steps over the arm 
her sister steps over the arm she goes into the kitchen and gets two little 
wooden bowls her favourite ever bowls and tips in muesli and milk and 
together, in the ash and yeast and breath, on the old red rug, they eat.

muesli and milk those
chewy sultanas
oats that grind
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then rock gravel stone
salted pink milk

a tooth bitten out
a breakfast tooth

an empty gum

PK in the daytime in the corner of the playground where the sandpit is 
where she gets a bucket of water and a bucket of sand (a blue bucket of 
water and a red bucket of sand) and she adds slowly slowly the water 
to the sand and she mixes and mixes and adds and adds until she gets 
perfect sand sand to build with sand to touch gravelly and moist sand 
that will make houses and humpies and turtle shells and flippers sand 
that will sculpture the world.

in the corner
there is shade
the others run

the others chase
the others scream squeal the thrill

of being caught
in the corner

the shade keeps the sand
wet graining sculpting

making her
making home

PK in the afternoon after lunch when she didn’t like the peas but she 
wouldn’t get the little cardboard tub of ice-cream with its perfect wooden 
paddle that felt grainy on her tongue unless the peas were all gone so 
she put them in her mouth and then stored them in her cheeks one by 
one then went into the toilets with the long long silver sink and spat the 
crushed green balls out and it was the naughtiest thing she’d ever done 
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and she ate the ice-cream and scraped the paddle on her tongue and 
then hopped onto her mat and got pat pat patted to sleep by her favourite 
childcare worker and she slept with a cold belly and a wood feeling on 
her tongue.

pale wood paddle
thin delicate caress

a tongue that sweeps
its surface to find

pine
breath

sugared blood
soursweet

depth

PK in the dark in the sun it’s late they kept saying but she can hear the 
people walking and see the streak of light under the curtain and birds 
and everything out there in the sun in the sun in the going down sun.

light stripped
of warmth comfort

coming from heels on concrete
magpies

metal striking metal
all that work

voices
talking away time

waiting for darkness
for deepening breath

for caress
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BELLA: Bella is the sister-name the one she is called by when needed 
when loved when wanted for opening jars or reading that story Bella, 
please, that one. Bella is soft she is kind she makes her bed into a nest 
for her little sister to curl into she stirs porridge in the morning and adds 
honey and milk. She keeps the sweet thick feel on her tongue for most of 
the morning (her oaty breath) and then finds her sister at recess and lunch. 
She sits with her on the long cold silver seats that leave lines on the backs 
of their thighs. She peels mandarins. She unwraps greaseproof paper from 
around sandwiches. She takes their rubbish to the short loud bins. 

the lines on the backs
of their thighs

below their blue and white
school dresses

are red
striated

when they stand
their skin is music stave

letter practice
repetition

when they stand
their skin

is read

Bella is the only one her sister will speak to when she wets herself at 
school. Four. Her sister is four and has started school early and believes 
everything she is told. When she is told she is not allowed to ask to go 
to the toilet in class time because she should have done that at lunch 
she holds and squirms and squirms and holds and then feels hot wet 
the trickle down her leg the puddle on her little red plastic chair and she 
stands and she runs to the toilets and goes in and locks the door and 
won’t come out. 
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grey everything is
grey and why is it always so cold

in the blue mountains
where we are without our mum

and the door will not keep enough out

Bella is called from her class where she is learning how many days are in 
each month (all the rest have thirty-one except for February alone) and 
she goes to the toilets and drops to the cold tiled floor and slither scoots 
under the door. She undresses then dresses her sister who will speak to 
no one else. Spare clothes that the teacher has handed her: blue corduroy 
overalls, a white t-shirt with orange flowers, a scratchy green jumper. No 
socks. Her sister spends the rest of the day with bare feet inside her moist 
shoes. But she does come out, holding Bella by the hand, pigtails skewed 
from the jumper being pulled down over her head, her ankles showing, 
her fingers bluish from the cold.

we keep each other
nested in the cold

we spill stories in the night
light-filled

we keep each other
full

FRANCIS: Francis is the name she chooses for herself when she is 
twelve. I didn’t give you middle names, her mother says. I thought you’d 
rather choose them for yourselves. She tasted the name it sounded like 
books like Narnia like Mr Tumnus might show up sweltering in a Sydney 
summer, his parasol no match for the sun. Francis is the name she calls 
herself; she tries and fails to get others to say it aloud so at night, under 
her blue and white striped sheet, two fingers inside herself, pushing at 
her own edges, she whispers it, after her sister has gone to sleep. 
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she couldn’t go deep
enough

it didn’t matter how hard she
pushed

she couldn’t stretch wide
enough

couldn’t fit enough in
bone traced 

fingers without length 
the way it feels to never 

have enough
reach

STEVIE: She picks Stevie because of Stevie Smith. Because her Novel on 
Yellow Paper (1937) is the spine on her mother’s bookshelf that always 
draws her eye. She doesn’t read it, but she takes the name, insistently. 
She will make them say it. She will force the name down and out of 
her loved one’s throats. Her friends do. They take the name up with 
glee. But her sister and her mother refuse. So at school, she is Stevie. 
Stevie is black eyeliner for lipstick her lips turning her mouth into a red 
wet cavern lined by a matt night sky. She is thick black tights, stolen 
silver rings on every finger and each thumb, doc marten boots. She is 
open-wide take on anyone terrified under tough. She reads Sylvia Plath 
who writes the blood jet is poetry and one night, walking down an alley in 
Erskineville, she learns how to bruise bleed her knuckles by slamming 
her left fist into fences and walls.

blood doesn’t jet
it seeps

it leaves traces
on brick, on iron, on wood

it pushes up
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through the bandage weave
it holds the wound

redly open
it congeals and remembers

night alley the thunk of
the body against surfaces

that do not give

RAYNE: This name, she takes for anonymity, for disappearing, for the 
way that heroin turns each day grey. Rayne is only comfortable when 
she’s emptied out. She is legs spread for her lover, she is arm open always 
to the wind, to steel. She is what she can sell next (books, leather chaps, 
saxophone, flute, mobile phone, oil paints, herself).

morning is hunt sell buy
acrid powder sizzle

shoot
shoot the day

find love
find nearness

find warmth
try to read

to write
to make a story

from abject fluid
from wanting

from what a room looks
like coming

down
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PERSEPHONE: Persephone lives in Rayne she is the dungeon worker 
she treads through room after room; a magic box that holds her in while 
men knock at the door and ask her for everything. Persephone is the 
name the men say without irony. Come here, lay down over my knees, 
don’t call out, no one will come, be still, don’t struggle, but moan.

SARAH: Sarah lives after Persephone. After rooms with no daylight 
after being always held. Down. Sarah lives in a different series of rooms 
plastered with mirrors and on the bed, too many towels. She uses and 
washes and uses and washes and hangs red white red white red white 
blue towels. Sarah is lingerie and wobbling in heels, she is open, she is 
waiting for money, for men to get off her, for the way her body feels after 
the weight of them is gone.

Rayne is keeper and kept. She is trying-to-write. She takes a huge clay 
cup of peppermint tea and a cigarette out to the overgrown garden and 
balances a journal on her lap. She imagines what it would be like, to 
write. To make text. She picks up her pen. She writes that she is trying to 
write. She smokes. Tea turns her throat hot. She writes that she wishes 
she could write. In the garden she thinks about Persephone and Sarah 
and imagines them gone. 

from over the fence the sound
of a kettle

boiled
from over the fence the sound

of a life without
a magic box

of rooms
from over the fence the sound

of a person with only
one name
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KARINA: Karina is detox with two garbage bags of clothes and a set of 
juggling clubs and enough money from her mother for three phone calls 
measured out in twenty-cent pieces. 

under the shower
is where the body

finds relief
the hot sting of water

pelts
and washes bile

spit
shit

away
under the shower

she stares at the open
hole in her arm

and sings her dealer’s
phone number
but he doesn’t

come

Karina is meetings, meetings, meetings. There is a script that they 
follow and it comforts and terrifies simultaneously. God. The word, the 
thing, the naming, the grappling, the trying to let in. It takes her ten 
years to refuse higher power, divine intervention, being kept clean by a 
beneficent being. It takes her ten years to move out of all of those rooms, 
filled with circles of people, helping each other to get or to stay clean. 
And then? Karina is writing.

when no god decides
which bus she will catch

who lies flayed
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on an open road
while others sail past

to lunch
to work

to home
no god decides

which name she takes
what person that name makes

no god decides
which words she places

for you to read here

MAMA: Mama is who comes next. Made in the blunt vice of birth, 
through muscle and blood and milk and bone. Made in the sound of her 
children’s voices saying her name, in playgrounds, next to change tables, 
on her knees picking up toast crusts and mandarin segments. Made in 
the dark, in nights of nodding off in a breastfeeding chair, sleeping while 
her babies sleep. Made in grimace, and frustration, and come-here-go-
away: in love.

bitten
these children

want
to tear her

apart
then put her back

together
they bang

their bodies
against hers

they grab
hair
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lip
ear

they push pull
they insist she notice

everything

When her oldest boy is two-and-a-half, and her youngest isn’t even 
crawling yet, she tries to get them both out of the house. The baby is 
dressed and changed, she has a bag packed with rusks and water and 
fruit and spare nappies, but the toddler is still in his pyjamas. Stripy. 
Cotton warm. Cosy from the night. She has his clothes in her hands, 
she is asking for him to come closer so she can take off his pjs and put 
on his pants (one leg, two legs!) but he runs. He runs from her and the 
baby starts to cry and he laughs and runs and laughs so hard he gets the 
hiccups and she is saying please please please please.

when babies cry
the world telescopes

down
to that one wail

to needing it to stop
to be solved

to be quiet
when babies

cry
nipples leak milk

and although there’s nothing
wrong

it is all wrong
when babies

cry
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there is no
way
out

She stops trying to get him to come voluntarily and instead grabs him as 
he runs past. The baby is still crying. She pulls off his stripy warm pants. 
He is struggling. He yells no, repeatedly. She asks him to step into his 
jeans (one leg, two legs!) but he will not. He pulls against her. The baby 
is still crying. He pushes at her. Crying. She picks him up and tries to 
pull his pants on that way, while he is in the air. He struggles and yells. 
Crying. She yells, her voice a desperate loud wobble, please help me! 
And then she drops him. She doesn’t realise he is quite so far from the 
ground. He doesn’t land on his feet. They slip out from under him and he 
falls, his head smacking against the floorboards. They all cry. She tries to 
hold him and the baby. She says sorry. A year later, he finally forgets.

forged
she is forged

by her children
by the whitered

flashes
of rage

by the endlessness
of days

by the way they sleep
unfolded
their lips
plumped
their legs

splayed
by the drawings they make
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bubble belly
sticks for arms

never a neck
enormous grins

made from a single line
this is you mama they say

this is you

QUINN: Quinn comes after the first book is written, after the 
hysterectomy the surgeon said she had to have (fast growing fibroid, 
vascular, the weight above her cervix, incontinence), after she couldn’t 
stay at one end of the gender binary anymore. Quinn takes her last name 
as her first, but keeps her whole name for her writing, for her work. 
Her partner says I can’t call you that. It’s too harsh. Her friends and 
colleagues try to remember, and some of them do better than others. 
Her children call her Mama, or Mum, or Karina, or Dr Mama. In the 
beginning it feels important for all of them to call her by her next chosen 
name, but she doesn’t insist. She waits. She writes. She slides. She pauses 
the hunt for the next name. She takes them all. She is PK/Francis/
Stevie/Rayne/Persephone/Sarah/Mama/Karina/Quinn. She takes them 
all and holds them inside her skin. She is all names, for herself: she is no 
one named.

body under blanket
gaps in gums

gone
the mattress is

off the floor
the children

unfold
writing is written

baths are taken
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each name
holds

its own

It is this calling, this naming, that changes she to he. Because Quinn is 
the name that is next, that is last. Quinn takes his last name for his first 
and for a while, has only one name. His friends begin to remember. His 
children do too. When he tells them he isn’t a girl anymore the littlest 
one says 

‘Can I still call you Mama?’ and Quinn pulls him onto his knee and 
says ‘Yes, of course’.
‘But now you’re a boy Mama?’ 
‘Now I’m a boy Mama’ Quinn says, adding this new name to the list.

The sixteen-year relationship does not survive because the changing of 
the name is a shell that holds the changing of a pronoun, the changing 
of a body, the shining bright terror of stepping somewhere new, and the 
relationship can’t survive this. He is stepping too far. She wants to stay. 
He finds a last name. Eades. His grandmother’s maiden name. A name 
that rolls perfectly from Quinn. A name that holds its own. A name that 
steps past all the other names, that has its feet in dirt and its face in the 
orange-hearted sun, that is flat-chested and deep-voiced, that writes and 
writes and knows now how to appear.
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